Help transform the way teachers and students approach educational and learning processes, with Cisco Meraki connectivity and mobility solutions.

School districts large and small are meeting the demand for flexible, hybrid learning environments and navigating a seemingly constant flurry of budget curveballs. These challenges have highlighted the need for an agile infrastructure and a culture ready to embrace change like never before.

Cisco Meraki offers a secure, cloud-based IT platform designed to prepare you for your Industry 4.0 future:

- **Make the most of next generation Wi-Fi**
  - The award-winning Cisco Meraki cloud management architecture offers powerful and intuitive Sexualized management. Meraki access points boast mission-essential wireless networking.
  - Zero-touch deployments, multi-site visibility and control, and automatic updates make centralized network deployment, protection, and management a breeze.
  - Integrated intrusion detection and prevention system (WIDS/WIPS)
  - High-density Wi-Fi, both indoors and out
  - Intuitive browser-based user interface
  - Self-configuring, plug-and-play deployment
  - Role-based administration and automatic, scheduled firmware upgrades delivered over the web

- **Increase visibility and make your educational facility safe**
  - Protect your school assets proactively and remotely, monitoring any space with Meraki Cloud Managed Smart Cameras. Our solutions use advanced computer vision technology and artificial intelligence to identify suspicious behavior.
  - Your data is always encrypted by default.
  - Easily connect with no special software or browser plug-ins required
  - Secure video access and ensure privacy with cloud-based user accounts
  - Simplify storage and access to historical data with Cloud Archive
  - Use WAN bandwidth only when needed

- **Security starts with simplicity**
  - Ensure a safe school network, by monitoring events and preventing cyber threats, thanks to an interactive and intuitive security centre view in the Meraki dashboard.
  - Get advanced malware protection with sandboxing
  - SSL decryption/inspection, data loss prevention, malware download detection, granular app control
  - Uncover and block a broad spectrum of malicious domains, IPs, URLs, and links being used in attacks
  - Get secure, reliable, and faster access to the internet and cloud apps

- **Utilizing Available Federal Funds for K-12 School Districts**
  - To help schools address challenges caused by the pandemic, the federal government has allocated over $130 billion in multiple programs for K-12 districts. Here’s how to make an opportunity for K-12 districts to invest in safety, cybersecurity, connectivity solutions, and technologies.

- **JUMP INTO THE FUTURE OF LEARNING**
  - For educators, students, and schools:
    - Learn more
    - Make the grade with hybrid education
    - Increase visibility and make your educational facility safe
    - Security starts with simplicity
  - Meraki platforms are designed to realize an ambitious digital learning vision for today’s students built on values of integrity, valuing people, teamwork, and exemplary performance.
  - To find out more, talk to our team today.